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Purpose

• To facilitate Committee discussion of key policy
decisions associated with setting near-term toll rates on
the Dulles Toll Road (DTR)
• To receive Committee guidance that will enable
management and the Financial Advisors to develop
recommendations for discussion at the April meeting of
the Board Committees
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Key Policy Questions

• How far into the future should toll rates be established?
• What is the range of potential toll rate adjustments that
should be considered?
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PURPOSE
To facilitate Committee discussion of key policy decisions associated with setting nearterm toll rates on the Dulles Toll Road (DTR) and receive Committee guidance that will
enable management and the Financial Advisors to develop recommendations for
discussion at the April meeting of the Board Committees.
BACKGROUND
The Airports Authority has the exclusive right to establish, charge, and collect tolls and
other fees for the use of the DTR. Prior to adjusting toll rates, the Airports Authority
must follow its process for promulgating regulations, including convening one or more
public hearings in the Dulles Corridor to provide members of the public and others an
opportunity to become informed about, and express their views on, any proposed toll rate
changes.
To facilitate the potential issuance of Dulles Toll Road revenue bonds in the fourth
quarter of 2012, management developed a draft schedule (Appendix A is attached) for
establishing DTR toll rates that would allow Board action to be taken in September 2012.
Pursuant to that schedule, management and the Financial Advisors have identified two
key policy issues for discussion at the March Committee meeting:
(1) How far into the future should toll rates be established?
(2) What is the range of potential toll rate adjustments that should be considered?

DISCUSSION
How far into the future should toll rates be established?
In 2009, the Airports Authority amended its regulations to specify the toll rates that
would be effective on January 1 of the next three years (2010, 2011, and 2012). Most
public toll authorities with major capital programs address rate setting periodically to

provide the rating agencies and investors with some assurance that toll rates will be
maintained at levels required to support outstanding debt.
When the Airports Authority established the toll rate schedule in 2009, there was
uncertainty regarding the potential cost of Phase 2. The completion of Phase 2
preliminary engineering and the independent cost estimate provides greater certainty with
regard to the Phase 2 budget, however, other key assumptions remain unresolved,
including:
• the bid cost for the selected Phase 2 design-build contractor,
• the continued participation by Fairfax and Loudoun Counties in funding the Rail
Project,
• the size and timing of financial contributions from the Commonwealth,
• the allocation of available Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation
Act (TIFIA) financing among the local funding partners, and
• the potential for additional funding from the Commonwealth and additional TIFIA
funds.
Since major financing assumptions for the Rail Project are currently uncertain or subject
to change, adjusting tolls just for the year 2013 and deferring a decision on toll rates for
immediate subsequent years is an option at this time. There are three potential options to
consider for setting tolls through 2015: 1) set tolls for 2013 only and revisit future year
tolls during 2013, once the uncertain issues noted above are resolved, 2) set tolls for 2013
and 2014, and revisit future year tolls during 2014, or 3) set tolls for 2013, 2014, and
2015, and revisit future year tolls during 2015. Management does not recommend
proceeding to establish tolls for longer than a three-year period at this time.
In addition to the uncertainties with Phase 2 financing noted above, there are also toll
collection strategies under analysis that would necessitate technological upgrades to the
revenue system, if pursued. These including peak hour pricing, lower toll rates for
customers using electronic toll collection instead of cash, frequent user discounts, and
distance-based pricing. Although a priority, it is unlikely any of the options can be
developed in time to be considered by the Board and implemented in 2013.
What is the range of potential toll rate adjustments that should be considered?
The Dulles Toll Road traffic and revenue projections discussed at the February Board
meeting (Appendix B “2012 Initial Toll Rate Estimates” is attached) provide assurance
that sufficient net toll revenue can be generated over time to finance the Rail Project costs
that may be allocated to the DTR. The 2012 Initial Toll Rate Estimates are primarily
used for long-term financial planning purposes and will support numerous funding
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scenarios with different underlying assumptions. The Airports Authority has some level
of flexibility with regard to how it manages actual toll rate adjustments.
Based on current assumptions, the DTR trip cost will likely need to be approximately
$6.75 by 2018, but the Board has the flexibility to determine how to get there from the
current $2.25 level without having a significant impact on the viability of the overall
finance plan.
In the short-term (the next five to six years), during construction of the Rail Project, as
toll revenue bonds are being issued, the annual debt service requirements will be almost
entirely interest payments. The Airports Authority can determine how much interest is
payable in any given year by issuing deferred interest securities and/or using funds other
than toll revenue (such as Commonwealth of Virginia contributions) to pay interest on
toll revenue bonds. The impact of issuing deferred interest debt simply means that over
the life of the bonds, additional debt service is paid in later years.
The Finance Team can ensure sufficient funds are available in 2013 to complete Phase 1
and to fund initial construction costs for Phase 2 by making adjustments to the type and
amount of toll revenue bonds issued over the next 12 months. The plan of finance, for
example, assumes the issuance of a substantial amount of capital appreciation bonds
(CABs) over the next five years. (CABs are bonds that accrue interest until maturity). If
market conditions remain near current attractive levels, the Airports Authority could
simply issue more CABs in late 2012 or early 2013 instead of issuing current interest
bonds. Alternatively, the Airports Authority could supplement the issuance of long-term
revenue bonds with commercial paper or another type of interim financing in 2013. If the
Airports Authority subsequently receives $150 million (or more) from the
Commonwealth, the funding can be used to moderate toll rate adjustments in 2014 and
future years.
CONCLUSION
Management would like feedback on potential options the Board would like to consider
with regard to the timing and magnitude of toll rate adjustments in 2013 and immediate
subsequent years. Input from the Board will be used to refine the financial analysis and
other materials needed to advance the toll rate setting discussion at the April Board
meeting.
Prepared by:
Office of Finance
Mercator Advisors
Frasca & Associates
March 2012
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Appendix A: Potential 2012 Process & Schedule for Establishing Toll Rates

2/15/12

3/21/12

4/18/12
Late April –
Early May

5/16/12

5/31/12
June & July

8/15/12

9/19/12
Late
Sept/Early
October
4Q 2012
1/1/13

Finance Committee Meeting
• Review 2012 process and schedule for establishing toll rates
• Receive Traffic & Revenue (T&R) Study Update
• Receive Preliminary Financial Analysis of the Updated Dulles Toll Road Revenue
Projections
Finance and/or Dulles Corridor Committee Meeting
• Receive potential toll rate schedule(s) for 2013 and future years
• Discuss considerations in setting future toll rates
Finance and/or Dulles Corridor Committee Meeting
• Receive staff and Financial Advisors’ recommendations for proposed tolls for 2013
and future years
• Solicit Committee concurrence or alternative direction
Proposed Dulles Corridor Advisory Committee Meeting
• Airports Authority consultation on proposed tolls for 2013 and future years
• Solicit comments for Board consideration
Finance and/or Dulles Corridor Committee Meeting
• Receive staff report on Dulles Corridor Advisory Committee (DCAC) comments on
proposed toll rates
• Reconsider staff recommendation for proposed adjustments
• Provide Committee authorization to proceed with the regulatory process for proposed
rate adjustments and effective dates
Estimated End of 90-Day Fairfax and Loudoun Counties’ Option Period
Proposed Public Comment Period
• Public comment period and public forums on proposed toll rate adjustments
Finance and/or Dulles Corridor Committee Meeting
• Receive staff report on the Public Forums and public comments
• Decision whether to recommend proposed resolution to set DTR toll rates for 2013
and possibly future years
Board of Directors Meeting
• Consideration of resolution to set new DTR toll rates for 2013 and possibly future
years
Proposed DCAC Meeting
• Airports Authority briefing to DCAC to report on Board’s consideration of DCAC
advice, public comments, and actions with regard to DTR toll rate schedule
Potential issuance of Dulles Toll Road Revenue Bonds
Implementation of Potential Toll Rate Adjustment

It is important to note that all dates are tentative and subject to many variables, which
may change the proposed schedule.
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Appendix B: 2012 Initial Toll Rate Estimates
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